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Some time ago a dependence of the resistive superconducting transi-
tion temperature on the current direction in UNi2Al3 thin films was
observed. Although a qualitative explanation can be given, fundamen-
tal questions about this phenomenon are still open, which motivated
more detailed studies.

Morphological investigations by AFM and STM seem to rule out
a growth mechanism induced origin. By using a specially designed
photomask we were able to measure the transition down to current
densities of 0.1 A/cm2 and observed no vanishing of the difference in
Tc. However, the magnitude of the splitting of the sc transition varies
from sample to sample without any correlation to the defect density as
determined by the residual resistance ratio. V(I) characteristics in the
superconducting state were measured at various magnetic fields, indi-
cating anisotropic pinning. For the current direction I‖c a thermally
activated flux flow region could be identified.

Additional measurements with higher current densities prove that
the observations in the relevant range are not generated by heating
effects. The shift in Tc as a function of current density agrees well
with the expectation for pairbreaking critical current from Ginzburg-
Landau theory.
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We report on zero-field muon spin rotation (µSR) measurements on sin-
gle crystals of the cubic heavy-fermion compound CeIn3−xSnx. CeIn3

orders antiferromagnetically below TN = 10.2 K. Substituting Sn for
In suppresses the magnetic order until TN = 0 at a critical concentra-
tion xc = 0.67 [1]. For x < 0.2 the specific heat C exhibits the typical
λ shaped anomaly at TN, whereas for x > 0.2 C shows a broad maxi-
mum in the vicinity of the phase transition, which is taken as a sign for
a change in the magnetic structure [2]. So far it has not been accom-
plished to detect magnetic intensity by means of neutron scattering in
this region [3]. In contrast, µSR with its sensitivity to small local mag-
netic fields in the sample gives the opportunity to probe if magnetic
order is present for x > 0 at all. All CeIn3−xSnx samples investigated
(x = 0; 0.2; 0.4; 0.55) show a Kubo-Toyabe shaped µSR signal with
high depolarisation below TN and very weak damping above. This is
interpreted as the first detection of a clear signature of magnetic order
in CeIn3−xSnx for x > 0.
[1] T. Rus et al., Physica B, 359-361, 62 (2005); [2] P. Pedrazzini et
al., Eur. Phys. J. B, 38, 445 (2004); [3] O.Stockert et al., unpublished
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Thin films of the heavy fermion superconductor CeCoIn5 were pre-
pared on sapphire substrates with different orientations by combining
sputtering (Ce and Co) and evaporation (In). The sputter targets of
Ce and Co were arranged in a face-to-face geometry with a magnetic
field applied perpendicular to the target surface thus providing an os-
cillatory movement of the secondary electrons between the targets the
latter acting as electric mirrors. Indium was evaporated from a BN
oven. In the course of our studies the composition of the films, con-
trolled by RBS and EDX, was varied between ± 30 % for the three
elements and the growth temperature ranged from 500 to 750 ◦ C. The
films obtained so far showed transition temperatures between 1.5 and
2.0 K and the characteristic maximum in resistivity near 40 K.
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We investigated the high pressure phase diagram on high-quality sin-
gle crystals of YbIr2Si2. Electrical resistivity,ρ, was measured in the

pressure range up to 10 GPa and for temperature 0.05 K < T < 300
K. Ambient pressure specific heat and resistivity studies confirmed
a Fermi liquid ground state below ∼ 200 mK [1]. The Fermi liquid
ground state is persisting at low pressure p < 2 GPa. However, with
further increasing pressure the low-temperature dependence of the re-
sisitivity changes from a T 2 dependence to ρ = ρ0 + AT n with n < 2,
indicating non-Fermi liquid behavior. By applying a magnetic field the
Fermi liquid ground state is stabilized again. For p > 7 GPa magnetic
order is developing marked by a kink in resistivity similar like in other
Yb based heavy fermion compounds, e.g. YbRh2Si2, YbCu2Si2 and
YbNi2Ge2.

[1] Z.Hossain et al. Phys. Rev. B 72, 094411 (2005).
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We have synthesized a new intermetallic compound YbNi2Si3 which
crystallizes in the space group Immm with the metric a = 3.860Å,
b = 3.862Å, and c = 24.068Å. Single crystals have been grown from
Sn flux in a closed SiO2 glass ampoule. Clean free-standing crystals
could be obtained after dissolving the solid flux with liquid gallium
and cleaning with a solution of iodine in dimethyl formamide. The
magnetic dc susceptibility was measured parallel and perpendicular to
the c axis. We find a rather strong anisotropy of the Curie-Weiss-like
susceptibility down to 2.3 K. Measurements of the specific heat will be
reported as well.
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YbRh2Si2 is a Kondo–system with a Kondo temperature TK ∼ 25 K [1]
. It is located very close to a quantum critical point related to a
very weak AFM order below TN = 65mK and a critical magnetic
field of BC = 0.06 T at ambient pressure. Surprisingly an ESR sig-
nal typical of a local Yb3+ spin has been observed below TK at fields
B ≤ 0.7T [2] . The occurrence of the ESR signal is unexpected be-
cause at T � TK the Yb3+ moments should be screened. In order to
obtain a deeper insight in this unusual behaviour we have performed
ESR measurements on single crystals of YbRh2Si2 at much higher
fields (5 to 7.5T) at temperatures from 3 to 25 K, i.e. in the region
where one expects a crossover from a Non–Fermi liquid(NFL) to a
Fermi–liquid (FL) phase [3] . We observe a strongly anisotropic sig-
nal which can be assigned to Yb3+ moments. The signal exhibits a
pronounced dependence on temperature and the magnetic field. We
discuss the puzzling controversy between the observation of ESR which
shows properties characteristic of a local Yb3+ moment and the Kondo
state of YbRh2Si2.

1 O. Trovarelli et al.: Phys. Rev. Lett. 85, 626 (2000)
2 J. Sichelschmidt et al.: Phys. Rev. Lett. 91, 156 401 (2003)
3 K. Ishida et al.: Phys. Rev. Lett. 89, 107 202 (2002)
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We report on magnetoresistivity and Hall effect of CeCu0.58Au0.2,
magnetic field B applied along the hard direction (b axis in orthorhom-
bic notation) and current I along the a axis. At B = 0, CeCu0.58Au0.2

orders antiferromagnetically below TN = 0.25 K [1]. As observed pre-
viously [1], the longitudinal electrical resistivity ρxx(T ) rises towards
lower T below TN for current directions containing a component of
the magnetic ordering vector Q = (0.625, 0, 0.275). With increasing
B, the rise of ρxx(T ) becomes smaller and TN shifts to lower T , vani-
shing at Bc = 3.6T. Likewise, the field derivative of the transverse
resistivity dρxy/dB (independent of B at high temperatures) becomes
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field-dependent in the vicinity of Bc below TN. This signals (in a
simple single-band picture) an increase of the effective carrier concen-
tration when B exceeds the critical field Bc of antiferromagnetic order.
Our data will be compared to recent experiments on YbRh2Si2, where
a kink of the Hall coefficient RH at Bc was inferred for T → 0 from
the gradual change of slope of ρxy(B) for finite T , becoming more
pronounced for T → 0 [2].

[1] H. v. Löhneysen et al., Eur. Phys. J. B 5 (1998) 447
[2] S. Paschen et al., Nature 432 (2004) 881.
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CeCu6 is a prototype heavy-fermion system that is rather well de-
scribed by Fermi liquid (FL) theory. Au doping introduces long-range
incommensurate antiferromagnetism for x > xc ≈ 0.1. In the vicin-
ity of the quantum critical point xc significant deviations from FL
theory have been observed in measurements of the specific heat, mag-
netic susceptibility and the electrical resistivity. In addition, highly
unusual features were observed in inelastic neutron scattering [1,2]. In
particular, the energy integrated dynamical as well as the statical sus-
ceptibility could be described by χ−1 ∝ (θ(q))α + c T α with α = 0.75
[1]. We report measurements of the low-field dc-susceptibility χ(T )
of CeCu5.9Au0.1 and CeCu5.85Au0.15 down to temperatures around
40 mK. Our data for x = 0.1 show for T . 200 mK deviations from the
above χ−1 expression signaling a crossover for a smaller exponent α
than previously found for higher T and B. For x = 0.15 we see clear
experimental evidence for the sharp onset of antiferromagnetic order
below TN ≈ 82 mK for x = 0.15. We compare our data in detail with
the previous work [1].

[1] A. Schröder et al., Nature 407, 6802 (2000)
[2] O. Stockert et al., Phys. Rev. Lett. 80, 5627 (1998)
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Was geschieht mit metallischen Ferromagneten bei Annäherung an ih-
ren quantenkritischen Punkt (QKP), wenn der magnetische Übergang
kontinuierlich unterdrückt wird?

In einigen bisher untersuchten Fällen, insbesondere den stoichiome-
trischen Verbindungen MnSi und ZrZn2, verdeckt die Wandlung zu
Phasenübergängen 1. Ordnung den erwarteten QKP. Ein anderes Sze-
nario wird möglicherweise in dem verwandten System NbFe2 realisiert:
NbFe2 existiert dicht an der Schwelle zum Ferromagnetismus, erkenn-
bar an seinem stark erhöhten Stonerfaktor ' 120 (bezogen auf die
gerechnete Zustandsdichte), nimmt aber unterhalb von etwa 20 K ver-
mutlich eine bisher nicht genau identifizierte Spindichtewellenordnung
an. Sowohl leichter Fe- als auch leichter Nb- Überschuss im Bereich
von einem Prozent führen zu itinerantem Ferromagnetismus. Unsere
Untersuchungen an Proben aus den bisher identifizierten Bereichen
des Zusammensetzungs-Phasendiagramms sowie eine Reihe von Hoch-
druckmessungen weisen darauf hin, dass in NbFe2 der ferromagnetische
QKP durch Wandlung von Ferromagnetismus zu langwellig modulier-
ter Spindichtewellen- bzw. Spiralordnung verdeckt wird.
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Comparative experiments between the two semimetals CeBiPt and
LaBiPt reveal changes of the Fermi surface in CeBiPt with respect
to temperature, applied magnetic, field and chemical composition. It
must be concluded that the strong temperature dependence of the

Shubnikov-de Haas (SdH) frequency as well as the change of carrier
concentration above a sample dependent critical field are associated
with the 4f electrons introduced by the Ce atoms. We present Hall
and magnetoresistance measurements up to 70T obtained at our new
pulsed high magnetic field laboratory in Dresden. We observe the dis-
appearance of the SdH signal and a change of the Hall coefficient above
a sample-dependent threshold field. Rather than at 25 T, as reported
previously, we measured a threshold field of ≈ 40 T demonstrating the
strong dependence of the Fermi surface on stoichiometry.
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CeBiPt is a semimetal with a rather low charge carrier concentration
n = 7.7 · 1017 cm−3. Below TN ≈ 1K antiferromagnetic order occur-
res as evidenced by sharp maxima in the thermodynamic properties.
Neutron diffraction experiments have revealed an AF-type I structure
with a propagation vector τ = (1 0 0) and moments also along [1 0 0].
The ordered moment µ ≈ 0.6 µB is much lower than the effective mo-
ment determined from the Curie-Weiss behavior of the susceptibility
at higher T . Crystal-electric field (CEF) splitting of the Ce3+ level
might be one origin of a lowered ordered moment. We performed in-
elastic neutron scattering experiments on TOFTOF at the FRM-II
with energy of the incident neutrons Ei = 2.7, 5.7, and 16.9 meV and
on PANDA with Ei = 5.6meV at 2.8 < T < 50 K. We found only
one CEF excitation at ~ω ≈ 9.5meV at T = 2K in line with previous
measurements on SV29 at FRJ-2 with fixed Ei = 30meV. This excita-
tion has been identified with the transition between a Γ7 doublet and
a Γ8 quartet state. No further inelastic excitations have been observed
except for a quasielastic contribution which increases in width with
increasing temperature.
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Recent experiments on dilute U impurities in semiconducting CaB6

show typical Kondo phenomena with a Kondo temperature TK ≈ 2K
(G.A. Wigger et al., Europhys. Lett. 68, 685 (2004)). This observa-
tion is rather unusual for magnetic moments due to 5f electrons be-
cause of the large hybridization between impurities and the conduction
electrons. We perform numerical renormalization group calculations
for an Anderson impurity model with a low concentration of conduc-
tion electrons, believed to be the relevant model for (U,Ca)B6. We
present results for thermodynamic and dynamic quantities for various
carrier concentrations and investigate the crossover from mixed-valent
to Kondo behaviour upon decreasing the filling of the conduction band.
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We discuss the low-temperature behavior of Kondo lattices upon ran-
dom depletion of the local f moments. For a large range of interme-
diate doping levels, between the coherent Fermi liquid of the dense
lattice and the single-impurity Fermi liquid of the dilute limit, we find
strongly inhomogeneous states that exhibit distinct non-Fermi liquid
characteristics. In particular, the interplay of dopant disorder and
strong interactions leads to rare weakly screened moments which dom-
inate the bulk susceptibility. Our results are relevant to compounds
like (Ce,La)CoIn5.
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